USoft training and coaching

USoft offers tailored training and coaching programs that help you become proficient in USoft
technology.

Training USoft Platform Basics
3 days
Euro 3.000,- pp
The USoft Platform Basics training program is intended for all
those involved in implementing the USoft platform, whether in
an existing IT landscape or as a relatively stand-alone
application. When you complete this program, you will be able
to implement software that leverages the USoft rules engine.
As an indication, in many settings, this program takes 3 days to
complete.

Training USoft Services
2 days
Euro 2.000,- pp
This training program enables you to design and implement
the deployment of USoft rules engines in complex IT
landscapes and to create REST or SOAP services that offer
machine-to-machine communication with the rules engine, for
example, for the orchestration of informational processes
across an organisation with many stakeholders. This program is

for moderately technical people, who can configure and
customise generated code. It is a prerequisite that you
complete the USoft Platform Basic Training Program first.

Prerequisites knowledge skills
Basic data modelling skills and an understanding of SQL are a
prerequisite. USoft offers separate 1-day introduction
programs and 1-day refresher courses in these subjects.
Mainstream programming skills in languages or frameworks
such as Java, .NET or JavaScript are not required. Knowledge of
XML/XSLT is helpful but not required.

Get certified in the USoft technology
Training Business Rules Authoring - URequire
2 days
Euro 1.300,- pp

Training USoft Web Applications
2 days
Euro 2.000,- pp
This training program enables you to create highly
maintainable HTML-based user interfaces on top of the USoft
rules engine, leveraging USoft's capability to generate a
combination of rules-based logic and default UIs from a data
model with business rule implementations. This program is for
moderately technical people, who can work with an
environment coded in HTML/CSS/JavaScript. It is a prerequisite
that you complete the USoft Platform Basics training program
first.

This 2-day URequire awareness course enables you to use the
USoft rules-based platform to full effect by learning how to
express business rules optimally in English or in Dutch. For this
course, OMG’s Semantics for Business Vocabulary and Rules
(SBVR) standard is the frame of reference, and the USoftowned URequire tool for business rule specification is used as a
vehicle. Relationships with neighboring modelling techniques
such as BPMN, DMN and Enterprise Ontology are discussed, as
well as the relationship with requirements analysis,
requirements management, and agile methodology. This
program is suitable for business consultants. There are no
specific prerequisites.

Become proficient in USoft Technology
Each training program is a series of interactive sessions with an
experienced practitioner of USoft technology and applications.
The training takes place standard at our head office in
Naarden, the Netherlands. Training dates will be planned in
consultation. We offer in-company trainings upon request.
Please contact us for a specified offer.

About USoft
USoft is a global software provider with 30 years of experience. We enable organisations to become
smarter and more efficient in their business processes. We are experts in areas including privacy,
customer experience and real-time decision making.
Our truly low-code development platform allows you to simply model your ideas while working software
is automatically created by the platform. Our software uses the concept of business rules which
contributes to flexibility, ready to test and optimise and to align with the required business value. It is
built on the concept that even complex software should be easy to build and maintain. Furthermore, our
Service Framework makes it easy to connect to other applications.
USoft is a privately-owned company headquartered in The Netherlands, with additional offices in the UK
and Serbia. We serve a broad range of customers in the sectors of financial services, healthcare, aviation,
transportation and government. In addition to our portfolio, USoft provides the integration platform for
BioTrust, our sister company and global provider of multimodal biometric authentication solutions.
Find out more at www.usoft.com
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